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Comments on caves:

Cassell Cave: 
The spelling of Greenbrier should be corrected.
Cassell Cave is most likely scarp-slope karst, meaning that the water, once

captured and underground, will move down the stratigraphic dip in vadous channels,
then—once some local base level has been reached—parallel and along the side of the
mountain in either vadous or phreatic channels to reappear at large springs. Cassell, I
believe, is at the downstream end of its hydrological system.

Crawford Cave #2:
No comment.

Izaak Walton Cave:
No comment.

Piddling Pit:
No comment.

Bonner Mountain Cave:
No comment.

Bonner Pit Cave:
No comment.

Bonner Cave:
No comment.

Shreve-Howell Pit:
Shevel-Howell Pit is seriously difficult to get to, plus the start of the rappel is

reportedly incredibly tight. The cave is located very close to a mountain ridge line, and
its entrance pit is 102 feet deep. As such, there may be no or little epi-karst at this
location. On the other hand, the bottom of the drop does contain a substantial pool, and
there is also a stream in the cave.

Silers Cave:
Silers and Cricket Maze Caves are located in a small karst area that is separate

from the other nearby karst areas.
Silers and Cricket Maze are west of North Mountain and are formed in either the

Helderberg or Tonoloway limestones. They are also formed along the Ferrel Ridge



Anticline, and would be one cave, except that a surface stream has cut a valley
between the two caves.  This also means that the limestone is not continuous between
the two caves; however, they still may be one biological system and Cricket Maze
should definitely be checked to see if Stygobromus is present.

Witheros Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Corbett Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Secret Anthodite Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Dyers Cave:
As stated in the Stygobromus study, Dyers and Dyers Cave #2 are located in a

small karst area that may be separate from the other nearby karst areas.
Dyers Cave is located approximately 3.8 miles northeast of Appalachian Corridor

H, upstream of the highway, and is approximately 3.2 miles north-northeast of Lost
River, into which the Dyers’ water must flow. The cave is on the opposite site of
Hanging Rock Ridge and the Hanging Rock Anticline from Corridor H, and it should be
noted that this is a massive anticline that brings the extremely thick and resistant
Tuscarora Sandstone to the surface (and which strikes perpendicular to the short-line
direction between the cave and the highway).

Dyers Cave #2 is located very near Dyers Cave. Because of this, Dyers #2
should also be checked to see if Stygobromus is present. In addition, Carols Crack,
which is located very near Lost River, but may be in the same (or adjacent) hydrological
system, should also be checked for Stygobromus.

Mountain Grove Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Starr Chapel Saltpeter Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Crossroads Cave:
In Virginia; no comment.

Kenny Simmons Cave::
This cave is located directly adjacent to U.S. Route 220 and is known to contain

a lake. I do not know if there are any chicken barns nearby, but it is serious chicken-
barn country.

Kenny Simmons Cave is a one-time commercial cave, and has been closed by
the landowner for at least four decades. It has been surveyed on several occasions, but
no one (other than William Davies) followed through and produced a map.  WVASS
would be interested in accompanying anyone who obtains access to the cave to map it
once again.
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